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Abstca ?t

-Trits-paper-arguas ti3at nonvarba3.-Tartatle's-hve-a-gr6rig
it

-influence on classroom communication and should, therefore;
.

be studied carefully and 'systematically. It is suggested that

classroom interaction is affected by the communicators' use of
AO.

distance;, physical environment, racial expiession, vocal cues,

posture; gestures, touch, time, physical attractiveness, and

drebs. Each of these variabls_is separately discussed in. terms

a. of its actual and pdtential effects.

a

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION IN THE CLASSROOM: AN OVERVIEW

[1'
Charles M. Galloway, one of the most prolific writers do

. o

the subject of nonverbal communication in the classroom, views

educators as "multi-sensory organisms who only occasionally

talk." Recently he wrote:

I

For more than two decades, teacher behavior
research focused on thesignifIcance.of'verbgl
communication patterns. Potentn.1 studies of'the
teacher's novivrbaf influence were considered
unnecesokry ant irrelevant. Research studies of
the past few years have 'changed this view, and we
ere beginning to recogniie the i)portance of non-
verbal behayiars between teacher and studeit. Non-
verbal influeNces °to seem to have an effect on the
nature and quality of classroom interaction.
(Galloway, 1974: p. 305.)

The importance of nonverbal communication in the

N*.

.
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classrOom may be even greater than he iinplies. Harrison,

(1965) reported that in face-to-face communication a maximum

of thirty-five perc.'entll'atje sicial.meaning is transferred
.....

in the verbal message. Mehrabian (1973), based' on his research,

stated that the verbal content of a, inessage.contributes only

seven percent of the total message.

Evans, (1969) studied the communicative behavior of

ibioloov /teacher$ an& concluded that a majority :of .their

behavior related to content development and classrobm

management was nonverbal.Ralser.(1969.) also studied the

behavior of biology teachers, though his work. is generalizable

to,any subject area, and reported that approximately seventy-'

. five percent of classroom management behavior was nonverbal'.

1
/

These studies cast doubt on the assumption made by some

, 1

.
'. \interactianalysls researchers (Flanders40,1960; Withall;,

1949). that teacher belivior is adequately represented by
i '.

..

verbal behavior'.
/ -

Smith (1961) noted tfiatteaChers' nonverbal behaviors
. .

"are taken by pupils as sign f,the psychological state of
... \__
the teacher."

Rosenthal and Jacobson's Teachior Expectations for the

D,:lsadvantagedl Suggested :that, through nonverbal behaviok,
4

teachers' expectation's-forithe progre-S-S of their stunts

became self-fulfilling prophecies.

.

.Nonverbal communication in the classroom occurs through
, e' .

tohse use of distance, 'physical environment, facial expression,

vocal cues, posture,/ gestures, touch, tiroe, physical

attractiverio and dres..Each will he ,E;eparately di2Cussed.
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Distance

3

Horizontal Distance. Theehorizorqal distance between.

teacher and_studdnts ap,pears to be of cnLequetice. Schwebal

acid Cheriirl (1972) found .that elidMentary school children

seated in.the front row were more attentive and were
4-;

evaluated more positively-by itheir,teachers than were sttdents

-who Sefin the middle and back rows.
. . .

Edward' T.: Hall's categories ,Can lind-insght. Hall (1966)

specifies fopr"distarice zones which are commonly observed by

North Ainericans.'llhe first 52s intimate distance, which runs

from actual toUt.hing to eighteen inches. As i,cts name would

imply, this zone is reserved for those with whom one is

intimate. At this distance theiphy'sical presence of another

is overwhelming. Intrusion into one's intimate space is such

an unsettling experience that police interrogators sometimes

use this technique to breN-c dowri 'a suspect's composure.

Similarly, 1teachers who violate studen intimate space

are likely to be perchived as. intruders.

Personal distance runs from eighteen

(}inches

to four(

feet. This is the distance at which good friends are'likly

to interact. This would also seem to be .the most appropriate,

distance for a teacher and student.to dirusS.personal
A

affairs such as grades, conduct`, , private problems; etc.

Social distance exists flour four to twelve "feet. Its

close'phftse seems to be an appropriate'distance for casual

frie/;Ids and ,acquaintances to interact. The far phase of

aocial distance r uires that a listener resort to visual

cues. Without raising the -voice lAvel to a point which only
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'formal sayAbles arc poEisible\, it Is difTiCul,t for/.454'pers'on

r to be heard, attelt or twelve feet. The listener therefore,

needAto look-up and watch the eyes andk lips in order.
,- -

,.. / '' .. .

receive a complete message.

The outermost zone extends outward from tWelvelfeet.'At
V', ..

"public distance .a."speaker becomes formal. *He
11
ectUre'rather

,

-*than converses and his language, tone voice,,and gestures
.. ,.

support his formal pogture. Some teach rS maintain this

distance betkveen themelves and their students.'As a result,
,

their 'classes are generally formal, and slime students,may
1

'er

N, feel that.the teacher is cold and distant.

Hall's system for the categorization of distance can

constructively be used to- le'nd insight into the nature,of
4 d-

various student-teacher interactions. It should be noted,

however,. that appropriate distance is determined by a myriad

of variables including the situation, the nature of tile ,

relationship; the topic,qf conversation, and the physical

constraints which 'are present.

Vertical . stance. The effecs of vertical distance in

the classroom ha - not received any systematic attention.

Nonethele.s.6-1--there are some generalizations, wiikh can 'be
/ ,

made. The vertical disttnce between communicators is often

indicative of the degree of dominance and s4bordiAance in

the OrtiationaM,p. People are affectedby literally looking
.

%4J,i..

up-aVrr looking down on another pert3on.

This author, in an attempt -to have teacher's understand

the 'nuances of vertical distance, haa-bevised, an activity

4
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which he 'has- Used in communica.tion workshops designed for

'educators. The workshop participants are asked-ta pair'ut,

and theh to role play a discussion in which a student wants

a grade changed and:the leacher does not want to change it.

They begin the conversation seated opposite each other,

several minutes later the teacher stands while the student,
,de. ' A'

remains eated,'and a fAv minutes afterthat the teacher
1 .. --,

,

stands.on a chair while the student continues to remain

seated%When the activity is later debriefed and discussed,

thOse who played teachers renortd that asthey stood ftigher

over the students they became more andmone dominant,
c

agfessive, and authoritarian. Those 14/11 played students

reArtthat they became increaspingly intimidated as the

teacher rose above them.

The implications are that vertical distance can be used
1.0 .

:

by teachers both....ics a tool and. as a weapon. Teachers, and

especially those- who work with small children, should

realize that students will interact most comfortably with

a teacher when they are both on the same vertical plane.

Used'in this way., an understanding of vertical distance can

become a tool for improved teacher-student communication.

On the other hand, the diciplinarian can put this information,

*to use in order to gain psychological advantage over an

unruly student.

Physical Environment

J

Considering how essentially different college is frotri

kinde4cgarten, it is surprising to note how,little difference
.

./4
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exists ,be.tween a college classroom and: a kindergarten

classroom. Often, these rooms can be distinguished only by

the ize of the students' chairs.

Robert Sommer provides us wil)-1 'perspective: 1111

The present reAangular room with its straight
rows of chairs and wide windows was .intencied
to provide for venilation,..lightl quick.
depatture, ease of surveillance, and a host .

of other legitimate needs as they.exi'sted in
the early 1900's. Before the advent of'the
electric light, it often tequirecrlegislative

el action to cotpel economy-minded school boards
to provide adequate fenestration. The typical
long narrow shape resulted froMa desire to
get light across, the room. The front of each
room was determined bf window ],ocatio'n°, since
pupils had to be seated so-that window light
came over the left-shoulder. Despite new
developments in lighting, acoustics, and structure,,
most Schools are still looes filled with cubes,
each containing a specified number, of cHairs
in straight rows. (Sommer, 1969: pp. 98-99)

, The entire. question .of the infltence.of the classroom

-

physical envil-orment on student and teacher behavior remains d.

relatively unexplored. Some Nearch, however, has been

undertaken.and can provide us'with some initial data on
1

student participation in varying classroom environments.

Sommer,(1969) selected six different types of cIasL.Q.u01,4.

.for his study. He sought to compare the amount of student

participation in the var;fing.classrooms and to'analyze the

particular aspects of participatory behavior in each type.

The different types of roams included'seminaritrooms with

movable chairs - usually 'arranged in the shap of a horse- q
. ..,
shoe; laboratories which represented an,extreme in straight

row seating; one room which was windowless, and'one with an

entire v7i11 of windows,

Z
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A distaste for the labdrato yr rooms and the windowless
. .

. /-
i

rooms/ was demonstrated through 'Severak attempts, by
.

,

instructors and-stcderlis t:o chang.v rooms. CiYmparisons showed
\ i

that in seminar ro,oms fewer peopiparti6ipated(tut-fler
.

.
,

.

. k
longer periods of time. Ther.Q1141re no differences between

.

open and windowless_ rooms with respect to participation.

behavior.

When seminar rooms were analyzed sepaTatelyinmerk

.toted that most participation came from those students 1.

w
sated ciorectly opycosite the instructor. Students avojjied

the two chairs on either side` of the instructor and when a

"7:-%
student ;did occupy one of those Teats 1-ts4as geheralry.

silent'throuEhout the' entire period4(

Tn strait row rooms.the following ot)ervations were

mad,: (1) Stbrdents within eye con-tact of'the instruCtor

participate more. (2) There is a tendency or more

participation to occur in the center sect r.sof each row

and for participation to 'decrdase from t }e front,of the

room to the rears (3) Participation decreases as class

size increases.

(
*S comer's findings were supported by Adams and Biddle

#.
I

(1970). Their research, conducted on students fi:Om gratles

1, 6, and 11, found t}-jat most .student participation came

from students'seated in the center of theroom. Sixty -three

percent of e 1176 observed behaviors CiTe from students

located one behind the other down the center of the room.'

As the authors point out, "it is now possible to .discriminato

I. 9
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. Or

an areasc)f the classroom that deems to be literally and

t figuratively the-center of activity."
. .

J4 J. Thompson (1973: pi 36) contradicts ths,e findin

He sayl: "Current ptudies show that with the excepeTon of
r .

the front row, students along.the side walls participate

more than4any otier group of students in the room." Thompson,

howe7er, fails to cite these studie's arid this author has '.

.*

never seen any evidence which would lend support tb Thompson's

Glaim.

How can this intormation be of nAe. to-a teacher? It

seems that a student sends a message about himiplf by where'

he chooses to sit. A teacher may assume%that a student

sets, himself in the front row wants to become involved.

Teachers sho%Ild'be careful, Aowever, not toplay lo these

students at the expense af the rest of the class. Studentilt1

who seat themselves at the bacI of the room Ant to maintain

maximum distance between themlplves and the teacher.The

extent to which a teacher will seek to---i,nvolve these

students is likely to be the result of an individual's

\own pedagogical decisidn. Some teachers will be content

with minimal disruption from the rear, while others will

assume that .these 'are the students who ,need the most help.

Some teaChrs may Want to arrange stulfntd' desks

a cN-cle or open -square cOnfiguration. Sommer reported that

these arrangements ,result in greater participation but

.
A

\ifro't feWer students% As a.result of informal stUdy, 'this

aut or has concluded that the circle arrangement results not
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.

only greater paxticipatidn, b4 also-in wider .

,.participation than'the traditional straight TOW seating

A 9

airangement. It,also seems safe to Say that a teacher is
Jr

perceived as less intimidating when'heis seated in a c ircle

with the students rather than behind the f and-lopOsing
f ,

. symbol of his large desk. White (153) found that tte mere

presence-r absence of a -desk in.a,eoctor's office' affects

the extent to -which'a patient.feels at eas e. With the desk

.separating the doCtor-and patient:, only tin iircent of the

patients were perceived to beat ease; when the desk was

removed, th.e pesrcentage o4patients at ease increased to

fiftylfive percent.

The head position at a table seems to result in
*

perceivedautAt ty. In simulated jury selection studies,:
p t
.a trend was no d to elect as fbremai the persons ,who sat

. . .

at either of the had positionS. (Thompson,.1973: p. 50.)

Since 4lese ositi ns seem to possess a built-in image
. .

"booster, some c'Iassro -experimentation might prove to be

,

d

I

int erestil Perhaps a tether could assign head-positions

to those students who u ght most benefit from an opportunity

to have leadArshi p thrust upon them).
,....

.
.

Admittedl , the availability of research in this area

2f
f. .

is scant: A o, as.Rotert Sommer has pointed ot: "Spatiat

freedom will not insure e,Oucational innovation. Presented to

an unsure and inadequate teac#r, it will result in great4

efforts at discipline ill order to keep .people,logether and

''on the same track' once the fixed rowsiof chairs, which

greatly aided in d,isrAline, are eliminated. The spatial

-Ai'



freedom will only help tTiose teabhews already committed to

10

4 '

in vidu'aL r .small groUp instructions.or,w-iifi'ng to try it."

-. 4- ,

.(,Sommer' 1-960: p. 1dt.)
.

, .

,. #
. N

. p'., 4
James 4..';;;.,Tholifpson has. pleaded for.more information:;

iiN,
I. . ;

t:

1' . . t.
,

',*)00-Icr'e is_
eq4dencf

e'that most subjectsare ,

--. best taught to glost students ixt essentially the
, same way? That students learn best wheh seated p

. at deska? That a rectangular classroomvis- the
best 'spatial,cWigurationfor.group learning ?.
That:uniformlolocks of_time serve each subject
equallyb4ell? Thayoors-and windows' are in the.
best possible. places? Ti-rate the color on the, walls,,
the tiles on the floor, the shape of-the desks, or -

t'ri'es height of the ceiling have no direo+t bearing
1 I .on what and how students perform'? These and cbunt-

leSZ other unfounded'assumptions'were made by thee. '

planners of most schoolS and clasropms. That
4,0 chers and students have functioned. under these
c itrons merely points-up their'extraordinary°
ad tabil;ty. 1-1-at these conditions 'frequently

.

do affect .the ,teacher's work and- his students'
, prOgress is b6yond reasonable doubt.,.(Thompoon,_

1973: pp. 35-34.) .
2 .., .

.-

Facial Expression a

Facial expression is used by teachers and students to

rm impressions of one another;. A-cola hard star, has long

ben the ,t ertoire of teacher's weapons. Similarly, a
, .

-,,--:

smile caLlbe useful tool, in reinforcing 'desired siudent
*

behaviors. A teacher can also use student's facia expressions

as a ,valuaiple feedback device...When, for example, delivering

a lecture a teacher-shoUld use student's expre5s'ionskto /1

'deteziminewhether ornot'to.slow down, speed up, or in sOme\

way modify his presentation:, :

Eye beilavioi- seems to be of. particular iMportance and

.generally used by students to indicate ;whether or not
..--

,they are open t,o. communication. This tg can be observed when

40,
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_

a teddhgr asksit.4heclass a question; stilaents who think"khdy",
. .. ..4 . .

. -
.

. .

,

...

-knew the answer will genep.ily lobk at T teacher, while'.
- , .

,.

/
,

,

studekts who do not Will usualJy:try to avoid eye contact.. -
. ..

Visual contact with the i tructOr appea'rs 'related to
.

. - \

student compreheriSion. Jecker,Q4a. obyf and Areitrose (1965)
.. ,

9

941,

isolated visual cues given by students Ahich seemed

associated with pomprehe si of lecture content duration

of looking .at the inst y andrspeed of looking

awAy and'back, blinking, b ising and furrow4ig, etc.
.:

The authors repori-bhat te'acherstrained to recognize such

cues became more aq'curate in their judgements of student

comprehension 'than did Untp.inedlpachers,.

The results of a study by Breed, Christiansen,,and

Larson
,

(197g) sugge t that Visual contact with 4111 ,instructor-
.

increases attentiv ess, whiehinftUrn makes foi- better
1 .

grades. Siudets in grows who were looked at almost continuy

ously by the., lecturer rec higher quiz scores. Those who

were,never looked at rated --ehe lecturer /'s less- relaxed and

stIuc.tured.

Exline. (1971.) reports ,that, 'in response to,a question-
.

.-naire, colleite:-sudents said they thOught.that they would be

more' comfortable with another who, whemxpeakinge
. ' . , 4 ... fir:

. k
. . and sharing mutual silence, looked at them fifty percent.pf'

the time as oppoSbd to one hundred percentNof the time or
0

not at all. ' ....

.

. Exline and. Eldri get (1967) -rePorted that
41

4 looked at an audience wa perceived7W-Tuch,more ra.6,14.'c
.

7
and confident" than the same pQrson delLyeririg the

13
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message while avoiding eye contact.

LeCompte,p.nd Rosenfeld (1971). found that, a male.

,

experimentei''Who looked at subjects while reading in§tructions
. .

was-rated as "sliglitly less formal, and less ne xpus" than
t

an..experienter who did not look up while reading.

Similarly, a study reported in The Speech Teacher
.

provided documentation for the importance of eye contact 3:n

a public speaking situation. Beebe .(1974) reported that an
. , -. .

di,

increase in
'

.

.., ---,

n the amount of eye contact by a-speaker
*

significant41.y increased the speaker's credibility in terms

of qualification and honesty.factors.

"-Research dealing with the effects of facial expression

and eye behavior has been enlightening and further investiga-

tion should 'be- encouraged. On the basis of what istalready

knoWn, one can safely say that these vl-ialo-,Ies" account for

4"14.-gme communication-in the classroom.

Vocal Cues 4
We are generally aware of some of ,the common uses of

al cues. People indicate theeends of declarative seiptences.

by lowering voice pitch and the nds'of questions by raising

it. The vocalltessage can contrad t the verbal one and, when

dons consciously, is-considered to be an indication of

sarcasm. Vocal cues play a, prominent part in people's ,detkr-
.

mination of whether or not-,someone is laying to "them (Wiemann

and Wiemann,.1975: p. 14).

Mehrab-4.p,n (19-73) conducted a program of research durrng

which he used single words, previously rated as positive,

14
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negative, or neutraly'and prese them to listers

,utilizingtaither positive or negative vdealNones. He conr'%.

eluded that listeners' perceptions of the attitude of a

speaker were influenced seven percent by the verbal message
Ibe

and thirty-eight percent by the vocal tones which were used.

While it -is not known whether these estimates would hold up

for utterances which are longer than one word, theseesuits

do hint' at the importance of .the role which vocal cues play.

Vocal cues have been studied in relation to judgementk!

of speakers' character ,lstics and judgemInts of speakers'

emotions, 'mit the research which is most germane to the

concerns of the classroom teachers 'deals with the effects of

vocal -cues 'upon listeners' comprehension of the spoken
/

0
material.

Woolbert (1'920), in an early study, found that large

v*riatiOns of rate, force,.pitch and quality produced .

/--- ,Y
higher levels/of a'udience

,
ret,ention than did the absence of

these variations.

.Glasgow (1952), using prose and poetry, compared "good

.intonation" with "mono-pitch.". Following exposure to these

different conditions, listeners were administered multiple-
.

choice tests which revealed that "mono-pitch" reduced campre-

hension by more than ten percent for both prose and poetry.

In a similar vein Diehl and McponaId (1956) found that
simtaated breathy and nasal qualj ties significantly

w

fered with listeners! comprehension.
-

Based, on these findings. d othdrs, one may reasonably

4-15



conclude that serious invevtigation of thre effects of

teachers' vocal cues could result in. useful pedagogical

information.

-Posture and Gestures

_Posture atd'gestures are used to indipate attitudes,

.status4 affective toods, approval, deception, armth, and

other variabl'eSrelated to classroom interaction. A student

14

who is slouching in his seat sands.a very-different message;.

thaniethe ludent who leafl"orward Or sits erect.

(AL Ekman and Friesen' (1967). have sug4ested that postUre

conveys moss or dverall affect (Tiking),-whereas specific

eniot ns are communitated by more discreet facial and body

.

movements.

'-Cognitively, gestures operate to c-lar,ify, contradict,

or replace verbal messages. testures .Ziso serve an,impOrtapt

function with regard to regu ating the flow of conversation,.

or example, if a student talking.in claSs, single nods

oft4ead from the teacher will likely cause that student

to cont.3roe and perhaps elabgrhte. On the Other haod,.many

successive nos of the head Will probably cause the student

.

to speed up his delivery or c.onClude his rem ans. ,

Empirical research concerning the\efUS8 of posture

and gestures in tte classrobm would likely eveal a wealth

of prad%ical. information. This new knowl/g2 could be used

ip.the analysis and criticism of pedagogy and in to cher

education...The "result wo41p.he an improvemerit in t acher-

student communication.

16 :./
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Touch

Tactile communication c/n serve a useful function,in

the classroom. Workers in hospitals and nursing homes have.

long been aware of the therapeutic value of a sympathetic'

touch. There is empirical support for\(this.point of vied.'

Working with psychiatric nurses, Aguilera ,(1967) fouhd that

. nurses could elicit more veTlIt-interaction when they

touched the patients than when they did riot. Pattisdn'(1973)

found that undergraduate females who were touohed during

aninitial counseling interview engaged in more self-

exploration than those mho were no touched. These findings

indicate a relationship b-tween touching and talking, and

support the notion that tactile closeness facilitates

psychological, interpersonal closeness.

There some-scant evidence that touching - behaviors.

can actually increase learning. One recent investigatiOn

'(cleinfeld, 1973) has shown that when teachers employed

such behaviors as smiling, touching and close body distanc.e,

small children "tended to learn significantly more." Warm

touching behaviors, however, become lessr;appropriate'as,

stifnts grow older. Still, with. oldex stilidents,' hand shaking
. r*

and an occasiinial,pat on the back-could prove. effect.v

'Future experimentation should seek to determine the sad. ence-

of this variable.

Time .

Though thishas not been studied, per se,

to say that a teacher's use of time has some nonverbal

,1.
a

*O.

seems- safe '
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c commlnicative value. Consider p.n elementary teactaer who

tells his students that Math is as important as history', yet .

devotes mach moreclassroom time to history. His students

can probably'tell which subject he really thinks ds more

important. A'college teacher may tell his students that he

want's to .get to. knout them better, but if he sched4es only

one office hour per week, they are likely to be more

influenced by the latter message.

A teacher also communicates by .the extent to1Which he
f

is punctual for class and by the formality or informality

off, the wap in which 'he Schedules appointments ( "See. you in

about an hour" versus "Meet me at, 2:20.")

1 6

1.

#Physicaa Attractiveness

The physical attractiveness of studenIs and teachers

--does serve-to influence classroom interaction. This variable,

however, is probably less deserving of attention than some

others, since it is not_sasily manipulated by communicators.
a

\
Various studies have explored the effects of personal

attractiveness. Aropison and Mills (195) concilded from'

_their research that.a speaker will bemore effective in
.

influencing audience opinions if he i
.t.

s physically attractive.
,.. , ,

. .

n (1949) reported that physical attra iveness was

di.
.

highly cord- elated with. speaker success. 3n an, educational
1 1 . , . ,

cOntext, Singer. (1964) 'found a positive reptionship between
.. .

k. -
attractiveness and e;rade point average. Perhaps the most

4

practical use of this research fu educators lies in the

admonition that they need o beaware of these tendencies
i

,' .
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-and should Strive to avoid,Savoring attractive, tudents.
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Dress

DOes ;IA

- ,
r

er what;.a teacher'Wears'to class? This

'question.has been all but igmored:by resarcherS ifi educatidn
..-

,_
., ..

I' and communicition. In an A-4empi to addr'ess-this. issue, this
.

`auhor,recently-cohducted an Iny.estiWion dagigned to unc8xer

the psotentiaZieff.ects, .of.teachersi! dre§s upon

1 .

students' p4rceptions TtLchers' charac:tetistiCs,
r. .

Two:'sets,of;s'timulus'phcltographs were prepare One-set
g . ,

was gompr isad 'photogrls of .a Triaise teacher; the other.

female teacher. In

t down in.relatively

scmpris'60 ofiltiree phot'ogr:api-S.

" \
each s'4,.,t;11! the ,todelp Aire shown T:f.wri

,

. , ti

1/-1-formaI,,mcderatst an formal. Attire.'
... .,

4 Z' ,--r: ,k,-. . a_

A' 4 urgeadurtnginsment',Was."emi:59:ved which allowed subjects
- . ..

<uni/Tersity:ptiadent) to-ioNc at th'q:stimuluS phofographs'and.
then to TWEe eadh the perceived teachers' on five point,

, -

.

.

.
rating sqares: co,fringten'vostive characterfftics c_;lteachers.

Fi.fty-tsubjects respOrided_to the phdt6'gra.phs of. the male
W

teaohe; anOthfity, gubjets .rated' the photographs of the

female,teacher,-

The significant differepces bbtainea in this study' suggest

that a male teaVhen,who 'dresses vetw. informally would enhance

the probability of being perceied as sympatheti?toward

Students' problefis,, friendly, and flexible. Theomale teacher

when.dretsed in the moaer'ate sty -le was judged tcc;"be most

19 $

re
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I f
, 18

stimulating, and clear. The most TorMally_dressed male teacher'
,

,

-
0 k A'

Was perceived to, be most knowledgtble) organized and well-
,

.

Trepared for class, .,

,.A .

The,female tedcher who dressed very informallgwad.
,

...

.

, .

zmperceived as very fair,. sympathetic .toward students'-proble,
i

,

enthusiastiC, friendly, flexible, and stimulating. The_temale
,

teacher -Ieri moderately ditessed was judged to'be mostc ear.
.

..,1
.

.

'The, female teacher,-when dressed in
,
the most formal style,

. # /

was thought to be wel/organized'and well-prepared'fOr cla
.

'-..

These results le"ad to the conclusion that teachers')

,
.

.

style of dress does have some impact, dnd'is therefore 4et

another variable which teachers and classroom interaction
.

researchers need to consider.

C one lus.i on.

This paper has swggested,that nonverbal communication
4

-in the classroom ocOurs through the use of distance, physical

environment, facidl expression, vocal cues, posture, gestures,

touch, time, phySical attractivenesse and dress. Subdividing
_ e.

1
e

-the subject in this way implicitly suggeFts that the author
/- .

,

.

feels nonverbal'communication in the classroom ought to be

studied by looking at one variable at a time.
.

To be sure, there are/shortcomings to such an approach.

Clearly isolating a single variable often results in a level

.of artifici"ality land, in fact,a distortion of'reality. Some

- scholars cogently argue that we can only come t6 understand a
4t(

7/7------comillex phenomenon by viewing it as a Gestalt. There is merit

29
6
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,

to the argument, but give,odi- prepent state of
4

ignorance, his author lis fre inclined to'agre.e

Mark Knapp (1972) who writes that "... it is necessary to

divide'the process and study the componel;it parts.to understand

thqm better so that when we develop methods for studying

.'more complex phenomeria, we will know a little more about he

'nature of the parts we are putting together." (p. 16EN

ht is thepefore felt that a sensible approach to the

study of communication'in the.,Q1assr6omentails the investigati.on

of one variable at a time in order,to discover which are

salient;.Only when this has been done can .the work of theory

.building proceed to account fcLr and categorize the component

parts accurrely and meaningfully.

2

Is
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